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I n t e r v e n t i o n a l  
A n a l y s i s . c o m  

© M i c h a e l  B o l s e r ,  L L C  
Commentary Friday, November 28, 2008  
R e p o  U p d a t e  
Operation Conundrum –– Today's HEADLINES: 
The Euro holds 1.27 with gold also tracking 
sideways at $815 or so with the Dollar unchanged 
at 86.78. Brent stays low at $53 or so and natural 
gas is low at $6.59. 

* * * 
The next IA Date is Dec 10th and that may well be 
the IMF “Crisis Plan” announcement date as we 
already have Vladimir’s statement that Russia’s $1 
billion contribution action will be before the end of 
the year. This implies the IMF announcement swill 
be by then as well. 

* * * 
The Federal Reserve today, November 28, 2008 added $0 billion in repurchase agreements. Another REVERSE 
REPO action of $-25 billion caused the repo pool to stay unchanged at $392.615 billion as the Fed effectively 
removes Treasuries from the pool’s weaker players to be placed with the favored banks. 

* * * 
Bovie Medical [BVX] Let’s review why Tuesday’s announcement out of an Israel medical team using OMRIX 
fibrinogen wound treatment products AND a temperature-adjustable laser for “Tissue welding” matters to our 
JNJ/BVX merger assessment. 
Starting with the fact that BVX has had an Israeli “Science” team for many years. The quote below was 
from a BVX business press release in 2,000 discussing the potential of the J-Plasma (Now renamed GS 
Plasma), temperature-adjustable laser. 

"It looks like a miniature version of a Star Wars light saber," says scientist Greg Konesky, lead 
researcher for Bovie, which is working in conjunction with the German firm Jump Agentur, which 
shares the patent [Now 100% BVX owned]. The wand, about the size of a large magic marker, shoots 
out a focused beam of helium that has been excited by a single electrode. The technology, on which 
Bovie has invested about $250,000, has also been researched in Russia over the last decade and Bovie 
now has scientists working on it in Israel.” http://www.allbusiness.com/sales/customer-service-product-
knowledge/1142743-1.html (Paste into address bar and click through the ad page). Herinafter called the “Holy Grail” 
article. 

Tuesday’s announcement formally links JNJ with a temperature adjustable laser for “Tissue Welding” 
AND cosmetic applications. JNJ has a leading division in skin care. 
JNJ bought OMRIX on Monday, adding to their SurgRx, electro-surgical market presence purchase on August 
11th 2008. The SurgRx purchase is highly competitive with ERBE, the world leader in ARGON lasers as ERBE 
was the SurgRx European distributor. Their revenues will fall as a result of the JNJ action. 
Importantly, ERBE’s ARGON laser products are NOT temperature adjustable, a key feature in the OMRIX 
success, but ARE wildly profitable, delivering 95% margins according to ERBE’s US Vice President, John 
Day. 
Thus, JNJ made an INDIRECT ARGON laser market entry by acquiring a key component to the new “Tissue 
Welding” advance noted (Above) in the Jerusalem Post. Clearly, nothing to date can compete with the results 
shown by OMRIX plus a temperature adjustable laser (CO2 laser in the articles. More below on why CO2 
won’t be the final choice to pair with OMRIX “Glue”). 
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The Massachusetts Institute of Technology [MIT] Review shows the 
results in its mirror article to Tuesday’s Jerusalem Post article. 

Healing beam: A patient who underwent gall bladder surgery had two 
incisions healed with the classic suturing technique and two with laser 

soldering. After 30 days, the laser-bonded scars (bottom) appeared smaller 
than those done with a needle and thread (top). Credit: Abraham Katzir 

While the Israeli team used a CO2 laser coupled with OMRIX fibrinogen 
“Tissue Welding” products, the BVX advantage here is in the J-Plasma, a 
temperature-adjustable product, approaching FDA approval, that has: “A 
powerful price advantage” compared to competitors, according to sources. 
There are other significant advantages I can’t go into here just yet. 
Why doesn’t JNJ just buy a temperature adjustable CO2 laser firm to 
obtain a complete cosmetic package? The short answer is manufacturing 
cost. A conventional laser has expensive optics, a powerful power source 
and VERY expensive optical delivery fibers (The part that Dr. Katzir 
supplied). 
Any successful marketing strategy demands control of all components to a 
new technology, effectively building an impervious barrier to entry. Indeed, any venture capitalist worth his 
salt leads with the question: What are the barriers to entry? 
Obtaining the BVX GS-Plasma device plus a full spectrum of other electro-surgical and dermatology products 
would be a perfect Checkmate marketing action by JNJ. No wonder savvy, Shirl McCoy was promoted to JNJ 
worldwide Chairman from ETHICON a few weeks ago. She will later be seen as a genius. 
Recall that the wrinkle cosmetic market in BOTOX is four billion Dollars. One can easily envision a JNJ 
strategy opening a chain of skin-care centers utilizing the new OMRIX “Tussue Welding” technology coupled 
with a low cost GS Plasma platform plus an array of other JNJ products. 
The Israeli team didn’t mention cosmetic applications but it’s obviously the centerpiece of the 
OMRIX/temperature adjustable laser benefit (As the photo insets reveal) and this matches the secret 
dermatology priority thrust at BVX for January 2009. 
What firmly links BVX to JNJ? Nothing other than a euphoric slip from IR when they slipped that “We don’t 
need a sales force when you partner with a company that has a 1,000 sales person force”. Dear Readers, there 
are precious few players in medicine with that size sales force and JNJ leads the list. Certainly none with a skin 
care division. BVX still has no direct sales force to introduce its advanced new intellectual property and as of 
Monday reasserted “Strategic discussions” are “Serious”. The lack of a BVX direct sales force is further 
evidence that the unseen partner will fill that key role. 
Connecting the dots we can see the step-by-step acquisition into the laser and electro-surgery marketplace 
where BVX has (1) a new manufacturing facility recently obtained (2) the temperature adjustable GS-Plasma 
(Originally J-Plasma) to match with OMRIX products AND deliver a crushing blow to non-temperature 
adjustable ARGON products (3) additional dermatology “Wrinkle Roller” devices recently patented and 
operational through advanced generators from BVX (4) a 24-hour per day, seven day’s per week production 
MEG Laparoscope reusable product line to compliment the SurgRx disposable line (5) leading generator 
production capacity to meet the demands of both SurgRx AND BVX hand pieces (6) leading new laparoscopic 
tools (MEG) that are reusable as well as SEER vessel sealing capacity in liver and soon in orthopedic 
applications. And finally superior vessel sealing products in the Polarian device expected FDA approval in 
“Early 2009”. 
Why will JNJ pay a hefty premium to today’s prices? As BVX largest shareholder recently said to me: 
“Medical firms do pay handsomely for quality IP and manufacturing capacity. Indeed, I brokered a $32/share 
deal for Laserscope upon its sale”. He also clearly said he WASN’T in this thing for $15 per share. 
It’s my belief that the BVX price will slowly rise to $22-$24 on its own as we approach mid Feb. 2009. Then 
a reasonable premium will be added to yield 2 shares of BVX for 1 share of JNJ, thus avoiding attention. After 
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Contract Last Change Pct Volume OI Time

CL.F09 CRUDE OIL Jan (NYMEX) 53 -1.04 -1.92% 0 302654 9:15

HO.F09 HEATING OIL Jan (NYMEX) 1.73 -0.017 -0.96% 0 66944 9:09

NG.F09.E NATURAL GAS Jan (NYMEX) 6.593 -0.183 -2.70% 3764 130519 9:26

RB.F09.E RBOB GASOLINE Jan (NYMEX) 1.1637 -0.0361 -3.01% 1309 76529 9:26

all the players here are savvy veterans in acquisition 
affairs. Moreover, I think a contingent agreement 
already exists waiting only for certain FDA approvals 
and the ERBE distribution contract to expire. 
 

BTW PLG should happen first. 
++++++++++ 
Gold Mostly sideways today in thin action. 
The current wildly exaggerated predictions for gold 
exactly mirror those heard in the oil market in the first 
half of 2008. The “Peak Oilers” were wrong then and 
the “Gold Rocket” guys are just as wrong today. They 
fail to accept that media is fully rigged and nearly ALL 
stories pertaining to gold are simply faked. 
CITI forecasts $2,000 gold? Right. In his WWII Pacific search for Nagumo, did Admiral Spruance carefully 
listen to Tokyo Rose? Of course not. 
Here is the center mistake that Gazelles keep making: CITI and all its press releases work for the Fed and NOT 
for anyone else. If CITI said: “ The sky is blue”, I would give the CITI author a polygraph test. 
Their JOB is to mislead with ‘Communications Policy” and the Fed is out front with that policy. There’s no 
secret here. 
The Fed hasn’t “Sold all its gold” because it hasn’t been selling gold. It’s been selling paper that legally 
qualifies as bullion from ETFs. Gazelles keep falling for this ruse. 
BTW Can anyone tell me how many tonnes of gold bullion the US extracted from Japan at the end of 
WWII? I didn’t think so, because there was only silence on that sensitive subject. No one knows and we can be 
sure top US leaders will never release that figure for fear of historically seeming like simple gold thieves. 
So, how much of THAT un-audited gold can we expect to see in the future. No one knows. 
While we are at it, Papua New Guinea sports over 5,000 tonnes of un-mined gold in measured and indicated 
status Barrick leads the group of miners there. 
This means it ALL can be dumped in a 
forward sale at $450 if the Fed truly needed. 
The Fed is running out of gold? Gold pundits 
simply haven’t done the math. 
When retail bullion buyers enter the market 
as they are starting to do, we can be sure it’s 
the endgame for gold longs. 
Headlines at thebulliondesk.com Where’s the 
“Demand”? Certainly not coming from South African gold mines where there’s a 16% shortfall in production. It 
appears that high gold prices 
REDUCE DEMAND. What a 
concept! No DIVG later. 
++++++++++  
Petroleum Brent was $53.09  at 
the morning marker equivalent with natural gas at $6.59. 

* * * 
These are the people we can define as “Collateral damage” in the official oil price-rigging scheme that Goldman 
Sachs operates out of their Atlanta http://www.theice.com Brent Oil bourse. Innocent citizens whose money is 
now going to feed the massive profit hoard built by the Fed’s agents as they embraced a vast fraud as a formal 
United States Economic Policy. Ever since Lawrence Summers’ birth of the “Strong Dollar Policy” that has 
been the only path to prosperity for a government based upon printing paper, while valiantly trying to hide the 
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massive proceeds in sequestered locations: Like shadowy derivatives. The Universal lie is getting more difficult 
to enforce. 
Citizens know they are being robbed when thugs like Lehman CEO Fuld walk with $480 million while widows 
and orphans get stuck with tripled heating bills. Let’s see if “Senator Change”, O’Bama ever mentions Lehman. 
Buyer’s Remorse Chills New Englanders Who Locked in Oil Prices  
By Tom Moroney and Brian K. Sullivan http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601213&sid=aLwn3aKqve4Q&refer=home 
Nov. 26 (Bloomberg) -- Max Hartshorne was thrilled to lock in a winter’s 
worth of heating oil at $4.09 a gallon.  
That was in July. Now heating oil is $2.75 a gallon and Hartshorne can’t 
break his contract with the dealer. 
“I was just so angry,” said Hartshorne, 50, who uses about 900 gallons of 
oil to warm his home in South Deerfield, Massachusetts, each winter. “I 
said, ‘You guys can’t be serious about $4.09 a gallon.’ And he said to me, 
‘We’re deadly serious.’” 
Buyer’s remorse is afflicting tens of thousands of customers in New 
England, where heating oil is used more than in any other U.S. region. Their eagerness to nail down a 
guaranteed rate backfired when oil prices fell. 
“There was a belief that heating oil could rise to $6 or $7 a gallon,” based partly on predictions by Goldman 
Sachs Group Inc. and billionaire oilman T. Boone Pickens, said Matt Cota, executive director of the 120-
member Vermont Fuel Dealers Association in Montpelier. 
“Some dealers had lines out the door,” Cota said. “People were coming in with their checkbooks to sign 
contracts. There was a palpable panic in the cold-weather states.” 
Goldman analysts forecast Aug. 15 that crude oil would trade above $145 a barrel by mid-November. Pickens 
said Aug. 19 that oil was unlikely to fall below $100 a barrel. Crude for January delivery closed at $50.77 
yesterday on the New York Mercantile Exchange. 
Hay Rosser, a spokesman for BP Capital LLC, said in an e-mail that Pickens wasn’t immediately available to 
comment. Goldman Sachs oil analysts also weren’t available, said Fiona Laffan, a company spokeswoman. 
‘Got Suckered’ “In hindsight, we got suckered,” said Terry Moran, 59, owner of Hugh Duffy Coal & Oil 
Co. in Rutland, Vermont. 
Forty-four percent of the 5.5 million households in Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode 
Island and Vermont use heating oil, according to government statistics. 
Connecticut alone has 682,000 oil customers, with about 112,000, or 16 percent, locked into a price, according 
to the Independent Connecticut Petroleum Association in Cromwell. 
Fixed-price contracts establish a price for the entire season, while capped contracts set a ceiling. Both have been 
offered since the 1980s and are used in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Maryland and Delaware 
as well as New England, said Peter Beutel, president of energy consultant Cameron Hanover Inc. in New 
Canaan, Connecticut. 
Pat Boucher, who helps her father run Dunn Oil Co. in Maynard, Massachusetts, said she’s fielding as many as 
10 complaints a day. 
Not So Smart “If oil were at $6 a gallon now, our customers would have thought they were real smart,” said 
Boucher, 50. “They don’t think they’re real dumb now: They think they’re being ripped off.” 
Springfield, Vermont’s town manager, Robert Forguites, bought 250,000 gallons of heating oil at a little more 
than $4 for the public school system. He could have saved several hundred thousand dollars for the community 
of 9,000 people if he had bought at today’s price. 
“I am angry at myself,” Forguites said. 
Oil retailers say they’re in the same bind. “We feel your pain, as we are feeling it too,” Dunn Oil tells 
customers on its Web site. The company is locked into unfavorable rates with its own suppliers. 
“We’re stuck just like they’re stuck,” Boucher said. 
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Access to Credit Dealers are further hurt by the freeze in credit markets, said Eugene Guilford Jr., executive 
director of the Connecticut trade group. In the past, dealers obtained loans to ease cash flow after paying their 
suppliers and waiting for payment by customers. 
Guilford met with Treasury officials in Washington last week on behalf of nine New England heating oil trade 
groups. The dealers are submitting a list of local banks that have denied them loans, asking the government to 
intercede. 
“We’re not looking for a bailout,” Guilford said. “These are loans.” 
Long-Term Savings For consumers, fixed-price contracts generally save money over the long term, dealers 
said. 
“Anyone who has done a pre-buy for the last 19 years is far ahead of the game financially,” Moran said. “Even 
if they pay two bucks more a gallon this year.” 
Most customers don’t buy insurance guarding against an oil-price decline because it can cost 20 cents to 50 
cents a gallon, said Jamie Py, president of the 220-member Maine Oil Dealers Association in Brunswick. More 
at link. 
+++++++++++++ 
Geopolitics As in Ukraine, Western NATO sponsored misadventures in Georgia have caused the undoing of 
carefully constructed anti-Russian governments. In Ukraine, once an enemy of Vladimir, Yulia Tymoshenko is 
now his friend. Now, in Georgia, once Saakashvilli ally, Nino Burjanadze, is now his political enemy. Vladdie 
couldn’t have planned it any better. Clearly, the top thinkers at NATO are unfit for further duty. 
ROSE REVOLUTION LEADER [GEORGIA] JOINS OPPOSITION, ESTABLISHES NEW PARTY 
Molly Corso: 11/26/08 http://www.eurasianet.org/departments/insightb/articles/eav112608_pr.shtml 
Seven months after her abrupt decision to leave Georgia’s ruling party, former Parliamentary Speaker Nino 
Burjanadze has officially joined the opposition. Once a strong political ally of Georgian President Mikheil 
Saakashvili, political analysts now believe she could be his biggest threat.  
Burjanadze, 44, formally launched her political comeback on November 23 -- the fifth anniversary of the Rose 
Revolution—with the opening of her new political party, Democratic Movement-United Georgia 
(http://www.democrats.ge).  
The move came after weeks of increasingly aggressive anti-Saakashvili rhetoric from the Burjanadze camp, a 
marked departure from her signature style of quiet diplomacy.  

Nino Burjanadze, right, Yulia Tymoshenko, center. 
“The authorities have lost confidence both within and outside the 
country,” she said during the party convention Sunday. “Today 
we need wise policies and restoring [Georgia’s] image of a 
reliable partner and then we need a dialogue with everyone in 
order to secure our country’s interests through this dialogue.”  
Few details are known so far about the party’s platform, although 
it is widely believed that Burjanadze will pull ideas from her 
Foundation for Democracy and Development, a think-tank she 
created in July. [For details, see the Eurasia Insight archive].  
The ruling party has been silent about their former ally’s rebirth 
as an opposition leader. The National Movement’s head office would not comment on Burjanadze or her new 
party.  
While political insiders have long predicted the former Saakashvili ally would defect to the opposition, before 
the August war with Russia her success as a potential contender against Saakashvili had been undercut by low 
popularity ratings and a lack of support from Georgia’s more established opposition parties.  
However, the August war created an opportunity for the former speaker to distance herself further from the 
Saakashvili government, according to political analyst Malkhaz Matsaberidze.  
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17-Nov-08 -0.00694

18-Nov-08 -0.00740

19-Nov-08 -0.00758

20-Nov-08 -0.00798

21-Nov-08 -0.00816

24-Nov-08 -0.00821

25-Nov-08 -0.00821

26-Nov-08 -0.00768

In interviews since the war, Burjanadze has underscored that the war happened months after she left her post in 
May—what Matsaberidze characterizes as a conscious attempt to convince Georgians that she is not linked with 
the Saakashvili administration’s largest crisis to date.  More at link.     Mike 

* * * 
DIVG Update 

Main Line also steady at its recent +.25 rate. 
MCDI Our biggest clue today is the MCDI compressing 
but NOT changing direction. The regression fidelity 
actually went up to .9967. 
The TA picture in gold looks weak as the 200-day MA is 
still well above the current PM Fix price of $812.5. 
DIVO Brent was $51.85 at the evening marker 

equivalent. We see compression in the DIVO MA for the 
first time and I’m recommending a cover to neutral for all 
DTO holders. The conventional TA easing volume action on 
DTO also supports this cautious move to take profits.  

Bovie Medical [BVX]  As 
mentioned earlier this morning 
in my e-mail, JNJ’s acquisition 
of OMRIX has links to BVX in 
an interesting manner that I can’t go into in detail in this report. The conclusion 
from these links is that the Theory of the Case regarding a JNJ/BVX acquisition is 
materially strengthened.   Feb 2009 is till the earliest date.      Mike 
 


